
“Go.” With Atlas Logistics 

New brand identity helps to better classify broad suite of logistics services for Atlas 
business customers  

 EVANSVILLE, Ind. - (February 10, 2015) - Atlas World Group, Inc. today announces a new brand 
identity and strategic direction for Atlas Logistics. The logistics group has always provided high quality 
commercial logistics services and attentiveness to customers across every industry, and the fresh identity 
will help to better distinguish the Atlas Logistics brand as a single brand operating on a common platform. 
In addition, the reorganized sector provides a significantly broader suite of padded van fleet, supply chain 
management, project management and 3PL logistics services to better meet the needs of Atlas customers. 

 Atlas Logistics works in conjunction with the Atlas family of companies to provide services in supply 
chain management, freight brokerage, project management, padded van fleet services and more. With 
thousands of choices for logistics services, Atlas Logistics distinguishes itself with a wide array of service 
offerings, and by having highly-trained professionals who are there to answer customer phone calls from 
the start and accompany them every step of the way. Whether it be in retail, restaurant and hospitality; 
medical equipment and healthcare; manufacturing, capital goods and raw materials; fine arts and exhibits; 
or another industry, Atlas Logistics has customers covered from every angle for logistics needs with its 
high degree of experience in technology, networks and operations knowledge.  

 “Having access to both a fleet and a growing 3PL network helps us to better establish consistent growth in 
the logistics market over the next five years,” says Phil Wahl, vice president and general manager of Atlas 
Logistics. “Not only do we offer immediate, single-point access to logistics resources and networks, our 
team has the absolute know-how to provide a solution for practically any scenario.” 

 Every day Atlas Logistics helps its customers with large-scale logistics initiatives. For example, Atlas 
Logistics plays a key role in making sure every box of Girl Scout Cookies – tens of millions to be exact – 
arrives where and when it should via a massive logistical solution that takes place annually. The Atlas team 
also helped transport and remove all old Chevy pickup trucks displayed at nearly 900 Old Navy stores 
throughout the U.S. and Canada during the company’s brand repositiong. With sharp precision, 
management and expertise, Atlas Logistics handles these types of large-scale projects every day.  

 “Our logistics business has always been steadfast, and we take pride in our proficiency and customer 
responsiveness,” said Glen Dunkerson, chairman and CEO of Atlas World Group. “By revealing a cohesive 
logistics brand, industry peers and everyday customers will better understand our service offerings and 
have confidence knowing it’s with the Atlas name and equipment.”  

 Industry partners, third-party providers, carriers and customers can count on Atlas Logistics for fairness, 
financial stability and creative thinking to solve problems or create a custom solution.  

 For more information on Atlas Logistics and its services, visit http://www.AtlasLogistics.com.  

 About Atlas Logistics 

Atlas Logistics Inc., a subsidiary of Atlas World Group, Inc., is a full-service logistics company that provides supply 
chain management, third party logistics (3PL) services and freight brokerage. In addition, by utilizing Atlas World 
Group’s asset-based companies to provide padded-van transportation and project management solutions, Atlas 
Logistics is in a unique position to provide high quality and attentiveness to projects requiring custom, specialized 
attention. For more information, visit www.atlaslogistics.com.  
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About Atlas World Group 

Atlas World Group, an Evansville, Ind.-based company, is comprised of a family of companies that deliver 
transportation and related services globally through a network of quality agents and select service partners. Nearly 500 
Atlas interstate moving agents in the United States and Canada specialize in corporate relocation, household moving 
services, supply chain solutions, and specialized transportation of high-value items such as electronics, fine art, store 
fixtures and furniture. For more information, visit http://www.atlasworldgroupinc.com/. 
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